
IT Advisory Committee 
Annual Report – FY17 

(to be submitted to Board by June 15) 

The members of the FY17 IT Advisory Committee were Jean Friedberg (Committee 
Chair), and Bill Gray and Kevin Walsh. The staff liaison was Chuck Thompson. The 
Committee met 4 times during FY17. 

A. Committee accomplishments for FY17  (Fiscal year just ended): 

 Provided critical input for CIO’s Digital Transformation Strategy (attached)

through interviews conducted with CA senior leadership team.

 Provided insight into the classification of existing and planned IT initiatives

leading to the creation of internal Business/Technology Advisory.

Committee charter

 Reviewed CA’s Digital Transformation Strategy.

B. Proposed Charge submitted for approval by the CA Board identifying items to 

be addressed by Committee in FY18 (Fiscal year just beginning) that align with 

the Committee’s goals, CA’s strategic plan and the President/CEO’s goals and 

objectives: 

 IT Advisory Committee decided to become an ad hoc committee moving

forward as their work in providing SLT intereviews has resulted in an 

extensive strategy that is now being tactically executed. 

C. Committee recommendations, if any, with justification, for consideration by 

CA Board: 

 See attached Digital Transformation Strategy

Committee Charge approved by CA Board  July 27, 2017 
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Executive Summary 
 

Customer expectations are changing as individuals embrace today’s digital devices and the capabilities 
that these devices provide. These new expectations create tremendous pressure on companies to keep 
up with change.  

Mature companies are learning the importance of properly integrating new digital technologies to 
rapidly change – or digitally transform – how the organization’s business works. Less mature 
organizations continue to focus on solving problems one at a time with individual, or “siloed”, digital 
technologies.  

CA needs to understand the actual business/technology issues we are trying to solve and to determine 
how to properly address these challenges. Only when we know what we actually need to accomplish 
across the entire organization, and how we are going to measure our progress, can we can identify the 
true impact of our plans and continuously improve our capabilities. 

CA can create new customer value propositions and transform our operating model by developing the 
new capabilities that are achieved through the execution of a holistic digital strategy. CA can drive 
customer and community collaboration, gain real insights from analytics, and empower a digitally 
networked workforce. 

By having a strategic organizational view that is focused on the customer first, we can ensure that CA is 
getting the most from our business/technology solutions and our digital investments. 
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First, some basic considerations… 
Digital. Digital Strategy. Digital Transformation. Blah, blah, blah… 

What does digital really mean? 

For some people, it’s about technology. For others, digital is a new way of engaging with customers. And 
for others still, it represents an entirely new way of doing business or “how things get done.”  

None of these definitions is necessarily incorrect. But such different perspectives often trip up 
leadership teams because it shows a lack of alignment and common vision about where the business 
really needs to go. This often results in piecemeal initiatives or misguided efforts that lead to missed 
opportunities, sluggish performance, or false starts. 

For the purposes of this discussion, digital should be seen less as a thing and more a way of doing things. 

-- 

Strategy is about the future. It provides the ability to reflect on our brand and business – actions, 
purpose, existence. It takes us from where we are today to an envisioned future state and how to be 
realistic in our reactions to any current situation during that journey. 

We can’t become what we want to be by remaining who or where we are today… 

Start by considering some key questions: 

• Where are we today? Who are we today – and to whom? 
• Where do we want to be in the future? Who do we want to be in the future – and to whom? 
• How do we get there? 

Strategy creates clarity in what is expected, what should be in focus, what needs to get done – a vision.  

Vision without action is just a dream… Action without vision is just a waste of time and money… Vision 
combined with action can change the organization. 

Lack of direction, focus, leadership, clear targets and relevant resources breaks down morale and 
commitment. There is a need to focus energy on a few pivotal objectives and do them right!! 

A strategy defines and explains the nature of the challenges we face, provides a guiding policy for 
dealing with these challenges, creates a set of coherent actions to carry out the policy. 

Innovative solutions require collaboration to iteratively define scope and content of the solutions, to 
address risk, and to provide adequate information assurance and security. 

-- 

Okay? So, then, what is digital transformation? 

Digital technology connects machines, data and people. 
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Steve Andriole of Villanova University defined digital transformation as “the changes associated with the 
application of digital technology in all aspects of human society.” 

An excellent summary is found in the following from the Innovation Excellence blog (Feb 2016) - 

A digital strategy can be defined as a strategy focused on using digital technologies to better service one 
particular group of people or to serve the needs of one particular business group.  

Meanwhile, a digital transformation changes organizations by utilizing: 

• Current digital technologies 
• Current tools 
• Best practices in process management 
• The optimal use of the other three to liberate PEOPLE to spend less time on bureaucratic work 

and more time imagining [my addition - a CA] of the future. 

We want to digitally transform CA! 

Alan McSweeney, a solutions architect at Objective Information Systems, created an interesting graphic 
comparing strategic transformation to the journey required to build a house: 

There are numerous tangible requirements and benefits found within the questions asked. However, 
possibly more importantly, there are so many more intangibles. What will we be able to do with it as it is 
built and we use it regularly? 
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With this in mind, think about CA, digital strategy, and digital transformation by asking… 

Why do we need to do this (business view) and what do we expect from it (functional view)?  

In the digital society, technology and data… 

• Connects people and objects – the Internet of Things (IoT)… 
 
 Online banking/financial management 

o Mobile payments – Apple Pay, etc. 
 Online shopping  

o Everyone wants to be Amazon because everyone uses Amazon. 
 “Smart” homes/cars  

o Nest – thermostats and video technology controlled from mobile devices 
o Autonomous vehicles from Google and others 

A 2013 survey of consumers across 10 countries by Cisco Systems found 57% "stated 
they would be likely to ride in a car controlled entirely by technology that does not 
require a human driver" 

 Personal tracking devices  
o Fitbit, Apple Watch, etc. 

 
• Digitizes goods and services – money, music, movies, books, events, etc. 
• Enriches everything with information 
• Automates labor 

The world has gone online with mobility leading the way. Physical and digital worlds are converging - 
whether or not we like it… more and more people are more likely to freak out about leaving their mobile 
phone at home than leaving their wallet… 

Expectations are evolving… 

What does this mean to CA? It means… 

• We need to see the business through the lens of a digital mindset by 
o Embracing “digital” - understanding it is more than a snappy website, implementing a 

new social media tool, or providing free WiFi. 
o Stop looking at digital as “bolt-on” technology to traditional business – a pathway app, 

online membership enrollment, class scheduling app, anything – without completely 
understanding our current capabilities and the potential impact to ALL our operations.   

o Treating every new digital change as just another project generates organizational and 
technical chaos – chaos that eventually (or continues to) undermines the customer 
experience and perpetuates more “digital silos.” 
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o Understanding “bolt-on” solutions make it hard to be agile over the long haul – the 
organization, spread too thin, goes into a downward spiral that results in slow and costly 
technology changes. 

• We need a collective culture that simultaneously shares ideas and understands that technology 
will help lead to the creation of new and unique opportunities 

• We need to put the business and technology pieces together to form the ultimate digital vision 

We need to think digitally at every turn – be “digital by default.” Technology is providing an opportunity 
to do so in ways that simply didn’t exist a few years ago – technology enabled globalization, information 
enables personalization. 

• A single, personal view of the customer – in the context that they are currently looking for 
information; different experiences for the perspective of the specific customer at a specific 
moment 

• For the experience to be consistent – the information needs to be consistent 
• Optimize the experience at the interface – is the member getting what they expected at that 

moment with their current device? 

This requires an “ecosystem” that is reliable, available, and flexible. EVERYONE must be aligned to 
quickly deploy new functionality and services. We have started to replace significant pieces of CA’s 
information management infrastructure and processes to support change.  

Now is the time to continue the journey properly. 
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How do we do it (technical view) and with what will we do it (implementation view)? 

This is our digital transformation strategy… 

We need to first learn to think as our customers do. We need to recognize what our customers actually 
want and expect. 

Understand how customers derive value – or don’t – from us. Customers are learning to get what they 
want or need through their own digital experiences. They use apps and websites that connect to 
products and services that they perceive bring them value. Value changes with context and experience. 
Consumers gather apps and digital services according to how well they work together to satisfy their 
desires. Increasingly, the digital tools we find most useful are interconnected – sharing data with each 
other. 

However, Forrester Research reported in 2015, “despite more than 1.6 million apps available to Android 
users and 1.5 million apps available in Apple’s App Store, customers still spend 84% of their time in just 
five of their favorite apps.” This fact indicates that too often efforts fall to the pursuit of “digital for the 
sake of digital” without truly understanding customer needs and expectations and that many 
organizations build solutions to simply follow a trend. 

Business technology brings together new tools and traditionally customer-facing roles like marketing, 
sales, brand/product management, and customer service to deliver a superior customer experience. This 
means that our business technology must transform into an “outside-in” function. Customer insights 
drive focus on what the desired experience should be and how we should deliver it. Customers dictate 
expectations and they also choose when, how, and for how long they want to engage with us based on 
their experience. 

In order to digitally transform CA, we must: 

1. Learn to anticipate the future and transform business 
 
a. Address CA’s digital maturity, including: 

o Culture – our approach to digitally driven innovation, and how we empower employees 
with digital technology 

o Technology – our use and adoption of emerging technology 
o Organization – how are we aligned to support digital strategy, governance, and 

execution 
o Insights – how well do we use customer and business data to measure success and 

inform strategy 
 

b. Expectations – focus on the user experience 
o What do customers expect from their interaction and what are we capable of 

delivering? 
o Can we evolve quickly enough to respond to changing expectations? 
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o From the customer’s perspective - Was it easy? Was it satisfying? Was it effective? 
 

c. Learn to connect the dots between technology and areas where the business needs to change 
o A simplified business model - you CAN’T have high complexity and high innovation at 

the same time. See Appendix C. CA Secondary/Tertiary software. 
o Aggressively rationalize and streamline the core infrastructure 
o Automate processes where it makes sense  
o Understanding what the technology is capable of doing – crucial to making the right, 

long-term decisions across ALL functional departments 
 

2. Articulate the vision to the entire team 
 
a. Communication, communication, communication 
b. Embrace customer journey mapping and design thinking 

o From customer-aware to customer-led 
o From data-rich to insights-driven 
o From perfect to fast 
o From silo to collaborative 

 
3. Provide leadership support for transformation 

 
a. Learning/Education 

Dan McCarthy, director of Executive Development Programs at the University of New 
Hampshire, wrote in SmartBrief for Leadership (May 2016) that “you and your employees are 
free to ignore that stupid individual development plan that your organization is forcing down 
your throat. But only if the employee can check off each of the following boxes and you’re 
willing to sign off on it: 

o No changes in customer preferences, requirements 
o No changes in technology, now or next 2-3 years 
o No changes in work processes, now or next 1-2 years 
o Can score a 10/10 on all technical/job specific skills 
o Can score a 10/10 on all key behavioral competencies 
o Company growth will remain flat or decline next 5 years 
o There will be no organizational changes requiring new skills 
o No interest or potential for promotion 
o No interest or possibility of lateral move 
o No need to fill in for team, cross-train 
o No new projects or assignments coming up 

 
Standing still is not an option. Continuous improvement is a business imperative, and quite 
frankly, a condition of employment. Just as important as coming to work every day.”  
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b. Strong governance 

In everything we do, our focus must be in the best interest of ALL stakeholders.  

CA must be willing and able to identify actual resources available, compare them against what resources 
are needed to attack a given list of potential projects, and then identify what's not going to get done. 

This is really tough for undisciplined organizations where every project that comes down the pipeline is 
considered "the most important project ever."  However, every project must be "force ranked," based 
on current and historical knowledge, and the organization needs a method for evaluating the resources 
required to properly undertake projects. 

The following example, created in February 2013, demonstrates this process as it applies to CA. 

 

1. Organizational priorities, functional area requests, and day-to-day tasks require resources – 
staff, time, and money. 
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2. Project requests and associated documentation are collected for review. Information from CA’s 
business/technology platform and from lessons learned from previous projects is vital and must 
be considered during this review. 

3. Evaluation criteria is critical to this decision-making process. Key metrics are established for 
measuring the project’s success.  A simple framework of guidelines can be established to rank 
project priorities: 

Priorities Urgent Not Urgent 

Important 1 2 

Not important 3 4 
Quadrant 1: Immediate and critical deadlines 
Quadrant 2: Long term strategy and development 
Quadrant 3: Time-pressured distractions – someone wants it 
now… 
Quadrant 4: Activities that yield little value 

 

4. Decisions are made , projects are prioritized, and resources are allocated. 
5. Results of these decisions are used in future considerations. Lessons learned are the results and 

metrics from the project. 
6. Communications and actual information dashboards are created from this discipline as CA’s 

business/technology platform is continuously updated with real results for accurate status.  

CA should utilize a  Business/Technology (BT) Steering Committee, using a decision process similar to 
above, empowered to address: 

a. Efficient and effective use of people and tools (resources) 
b. Priorities – we can’t change it all at once (resources, funding, time) 
c. Simple guidelines to assign value 

This committee would be responsible for determining resource commitment for CA’s 
business/technology projects.  This resource commitment includes the project approval process as well 
as determining financial obligations/impact and BT spending management.  Members on this committee 
should include senior management from CA’s facilities, services and products, IT and finance. 

Effective project management and change management require difficult deferral of projects, and 
deletion of some projects must occur. When project discipline doesn't exist, it means that the people 
doing the project and change management are overwhelmed and can't adequately focus on anything. 
Quality suffers. Costs increase. Risk is not properly managed. Audit is unhappy. 

CA IT’s strategy to create value and manage information-related risk is outlined in section 8.0 – 
Implementation of solution, Company-wide IT governance, in Columbia Association/information 
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Technology’s A Cloud-based Computing Solution for Columbia Association: Confidentiality, Integrity, and 
Availability, revised September 2015. 

This risk management structure includes: 

The Business/Technology (BT) Steering Committee (Status: not implemented – outlined above) 

The Enterprise Architecture team - composed of CA’s technical subject matter experts and lead by a 
senior technologist, is responsible for establishing the organization’s technical standards.  This team 
ensures that each IT project conforms to CA’s process standardization and data integration. (Status: 
policy created - https://sites.google.com/a/columbiaassociation.org/information_technology/policies-
and-procedures/cloudcomputingpolicy) 

IT infrastructure team - responsible for implementing and supporting CA’s shared services outlined in 
the utility computing model.  This team’s responsibilities also include technology replacement planning 
and identifying service outsourcing opportunities. (Status: implemented in IT function) 

Business Application committees - responsible for identifying opportunities to utilize CA’s foundation for 
execution as well as determining needs for additional functionality to support objectives.  Committee 
will be composed of associates selected from CA’s facilities, from services, lines of business associates. 
(Status - currently modeled in SNG steering committee) 

These concepts don't seem terribly digital, until you consider that the whole idea of digital is to 
transform the business. Then you realize that without freeing up time and resources to focus on digital 
transformation - it simply won't happen. 

c. Create an ecosystem that makes sense 

Bringing together process and data for digital transformation can be a powerful means to make smarter, 
faster decisions and deliver significant customer-centric improvements.  

Providing access to CA’s business/technology platform via a customer portal would allow us to enable 
improved self-service options. By bringing process and data together with a unifying platform, CA can 
transform the customer experience. We can deliver a decrease in operational costs, faster customer 
response, and introduce a new self-service business component that can ultimately lead to a significant 
increase in its customer satisfaction. 

This solution was originally presented in September 2012 and can be found in Columbia 
Association/information Technology’s A Cloud-based Computing Solution for Columbia Association: 
Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability, revised September 2015. 

-- 

That said… 

We should be asking: How can we now create the most value for CA’s customers? 

https://sites.google.com/a/columbiaassociation.org/information_technology/policies-and-procedures/cloudcomputingpolicy
https://sites.google.com/a/columbiaassociation.org/information_technology/policies-and-procedures/cloudcomputingpolicy
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Focus on serving the customer better — bring process and data together to enhance customer 
experience, ensure information security, and improve service. 

SMACk IT – Social, Mobile, Analytics, and Cloud 

 

Systems of Engagement 

• Different from traditional systems of record – they focus on people, not process. They utilize 
social, mobile, Big Data (analytics), and cloud to deliver apps and smart products directly into a 
customer’s current context. 

• They are designed from the outside-in – from customer’s “moment of need” back to systems of 
record that capture and process the customer activity. Different engagements activate different 
business capabilities. 

• Examples: website, SNG app, pathways app, social ecosystem (Facebook, Twitter, etc.) 

Systems of Insight (business intelligence) 

• Discover the awareness that matters most – from customer-aware to customer-led  
• Embed them into the software that customers and employees use to engage 
• Continuously measure and learn from the results 
• Examples: MindMixer (deprecated) , Clarabridge, focus groups 

Systems of Record 

• The authoritative source of information for a specific element or type of data 
• Examples: SNG, Lawson, unstructured data – shared drive, Google Drive  

Systems of Operations 

• Needs specific to CA’s security and non-cloud legacy 
• Examples: Active Directory, TKMS, CA budget system 
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As we move forward, we need to constantly reevaluate and measure position against the vision – “what 
gets measured gets done.” 

Always ask does this REALLY satisfy our goals? Or are we just “scratching an itch”? 
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What have we done and where are we right now? 
The truth is… CA has started on the digital transformation journey.  

As everyone is really tired of me telling this story, I won’t go on about it… but if you are really interested, 
see Appendix A. Where are we now. 

Additionally, CA IT is leveraging an “outside-in” mindset by using CA’s Information Technology Advisory 
Committee (ITAC) for an alternative view of our capabilities. The ITAC was formed in 2014 with the 
intention of exploring possibilities that may be  achievable through the improved use of technologies 
throughout the organization and the community.  

To this end, the ITAC Committee Charges, FY15-FY16, were to: 

• Work with the village community associations and CA to recommend technology standards for 
the villages and make recommendations for how technology could assist CA and the villages in 
communicating more effectively with each other, residents and other stakeholders. 

• Review current IT policies and recommend development of IT policies. 
• Review status of current IT projects and provide recommendations for prioritization, funding, 

further research, new directions, etc. 

In order to address the charges listed above, the team took the opportunity to perform an analysis of 
the current state vs. potential future state through a series of interviews with CA’s senior leaders in the 
fall of 2015.  
 
The feedback from the interviews provides considerable insight to key themes and challenges facing CA. 
A summary of these interviews follows as reported by CA ITAC  are found in Appendix B. CA ITAC 
Interview Summary, Fall 2015 
 
As a result of these interviews, a  framework of achievable goals emerged.  

Looking Forward- Business/Technology Goals 
1. Seeking a much more connected experience.  Have to be more user friendly, easier to do 

business with CA. (social/customer experience) 
 

2. People want to live on their smartphones.  How do we make use of this to serve customers 
better? (mobile) 
 

3. Make better use of data for analysis and service quality (analytics) 
a) Ask decision makers what additional data they’d like to have. 
b) Identify who is participating in CA programs and services. 
c) Improve CA’s already strong competitive posture. 
d) Expand understanding of demographic shifts and implications. 
e) Grow CA’s revenue base. 
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4. Keep up with changing environment.  Stay near cutting edge.  Cloud hosting promises to make 

upgrades more agile and timely. (cloud) 
 

5. More community engagement within the open space system to promote participation.  E.g., 
virtual tour of open space amenities.  Live streaming for activities and events.  Living brochure to 
highlight amenities. (bandwidth) 

 
6. Streamline and automate using existing technology.  (process) 

a) Improve focus on key success factors 
b) Make redesign / maintenance of website easier 
c) Continue to reduce paper flow 
d) Shift resources away from routine admin, more toward quality programs 

 
7. CA / IT must do the following: (governance) 

a) Play supporting role in traditional business processes 
b) Take a leading role in new areas - tear down silos  
c) Develop options for how CA will relate to all stakeholders 

These goals are achievable using the strategy outlined in this paper. 
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Where are we going next? 

 

New future state?  
A strategic business change is extremely disruptive, not only to customers but also to team members 
and partners. It’s even more challenging when the starting point was an underinvested IT environment -
mostly just surviving in maintenance mode compared to the future-state goal to be a company providing 
technology-enabled innovative experiences.  

This is where we started… but we are not there now! We have started CA’s transformation journey. 

There is a common misconception that digital transformation is just about technology; we need to check 
that mindset at the door.  Change on the business side must be embedded and part of the DNA of our 
transformation. A steady approach requires planning. 

• We need to listen to the outside world! We have to walk in the community's shoes.  
• We need to think creatively about what could improve organizational efficiency and the 

consumer experience.  
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• We must encourage creative brainstorming and welcome ideas from all quarters to build a 
picture of what's really important to CA, as opposed to “bolting on” technology for the sake of 
it. 

• We need to step back and look at how technology can deliver more, both internally and 
externally, to drive success. 

Finally, let’s look beyond “just” the technology, and identify what digital transformation can bring to CA. 
Real digital transformation involves the entire organization. It involves people and culture as much as - 
or perhaps more than - it involves technology.  

To be totally clear, there is no organizational change without sweeping and rapidly spreading individual 
employee change.  

Organizations don't change, only employees do. 
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Appendix A. Where are we now? 
As part of the IT strategy developed in September 2012, it was critical to assess the current state of CA 
information technology, at that time, in order to develop a plan to reach a desired future state. The 
following gap analysis provided a fundamental benchmark to understand CA’s capabilities at the time, 
our resource allocation and usage, and the levels of performance within the IT department and within 
the organization. Additionally, this gap analysis helped to establish expectations for the initial journey 
from that time to a future state. 

It wouldn’t be a pleasant trip… 

 

CA IT platform as of March 2011 
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Gap Analysis  

Strategic Challenges 

• Develop an enterprise architecture that will provide the organization with the tools needed to 

succeed today and to grow with the organization’s future needs 

• Implement solutions that will provide CA with agility necessary to introduce new products and 

services, as well as support existing business 

• Provide accurate and timely metrics to support various business units and to provide 

management with dynamic decision-making tools 

• Reduce significant IT-related costs 

Key Issues/Threats 

• Level of architecture maturity – standalone silos and out of date 

• No business cases to determine real costs and benefits for changes to technology and processes 

• No standardized project methodology to produce repeatable and structured approach to 

transforming approved technology projects into new business processes 

• No planning or funding for infrastructure renewal 

• Limited implementation and maintenance of technical standards – no enforcement or support 

of standardization decisions 

• Corrective solution won’t happen overnight! 

Strategic Opportunities 

• Create a foundation to address future organizational initiatives  

o Introduce an operating model to provide CA with standardization and integration 

framework to support key strategies 

o Create predictable and efficient processes and systems 

o Introduce solutions that can be measured, compared, and improved  

• Create common platforms to lower costs and reduce risks  

o Service key customers - both internal and external to the organization 
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o Shared data driving core processes 

o Critical linking and automating technologies 

o Core business processes  

• Recognize reduced IT costs through: 

o Phased planning and implementation 

o Elimination of disparate solutions  

o Standardized access devices and network infrastructure 

o Outsourcing options 

 Variable capacity 

 Risk mitigation 

 Process re-engineering 

 Opportunity to focus on core capabilities  

In summary, the IT strategy developed in September 2012 was created to: 

Develop and leverage a strong IT infrastructure, designed to minimize risks related to confidentiality, 
integrity, and availability and based on selection of best of breed technology standards and practices, to 
share information and content across the organization and throughout the community. 

For current status and documentation, please see: 

• Information Technology Google Site 
• See Columbia Association/information Technology’s A Cloud-based Computing Solution for 

Columbia Association: Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability (revised September 2015) 
• See Columbia Association/Information Technology’s Information Security Overview (March 

2016) 

https://sites.google.com/a/columbiaassociation.org/information_technology/
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CA IT platform as of September 2016 
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Appendix B. CA ITAC Interview Summary, Fall 2015 
Note: the responses have been grouped and categorized by related topics by CIO [in braces] 

Current State 
Customer Experience (CX) related 

• Clubs offer WIFI and – increasingly –  exercise equipment with built-in technology [Item 5 from 
ITAC summary] 

• Customer engagement management (CEM) software [6] 
• Email blasts as required for various communications needs [8] 
• Community Monthly Email Newsletter going out via “Pardot”.  Part of the Sales Force program 

[19] 
• GIS to understand housing patterns and trends [10] 
• Howard County Interactive Map [17] 
• Columbia Archives doing much scanning and digitization [18] 
• Volunteer Center using 3rd party provider “Hands On Network” [20] 

Operational Technology (OT) related 

• Lawson/Infor and Spectrum – along with Remote VPN access and Google enterprise services – 
are the CA IT backbone [Item 1 from ITAC summary] 

• Lawson most important component.  Good product / reliable.  Lawson is expanding its 
horizontal functionality [2] 

• Excel for financial reporting and budgeting [4] 
• CA Budgeting system using “Budget Loader” [21] 
• Also use BSI for tax and Wallace for printing [11] 
• Using purchasing module within Lawson [12] 
• Google services includes the equivalent of Word and Excel, plus Google drive and Gmail [3] 
• Sedgewick:  Offsite administrator for personal injury cases.  No direct access from CA [7] 
• Manual and primitive systems for contract management and other legal activities.  Difficult to 

put together status reports [9] 
• Kenexa for HR / Learning Management [13] 
• LMS:  Learning Management System [22] 

o Access to thousands of courses and programs 
o CA required courses:  harassment, disability, security.  Must be completed within 60 

days of employment 
• Smart Sheet for construction project management.  And Micro Main, a cloud based system, for 

work ticket management and asset tracking.  Critical for staying on top of changing environment 
and not losing track of things [16] 
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Observations 

• CA financial structure in good shape.  $80M equity surplus versus breakeven 15+ years ago.  
Annual capital program averaging $20M, but probably not sustainable.  Historically ran at 
$9.5M-$15M per year [15] 

• IT Department playing many roles:  e.g., new software selection / implementation; RFP / 
proposal evaluation; selection support; demo(s), trial runs; joint project planning / 
implementation; operation and ongoing support [14] 

Future State – Possible Improvements 
The envisioned future state still reflects modest improvements to the customer experience. This is 
consistent with an inside/out view – “we know what you want” – compared to a customer-centric 
approach that we want to achieve. 

Customer Experience (CX) related 

• CA website very difficult to use.  Need one that’s more intuitive; easier to find things. [Item 3 
from ITAC summary] 

• Find ways to eliminate or simplify the need to have residents “register” for things. [7] 
• Find best balance between resident security and resident convenience. [8] 
• Simplify structure and content for communications channels and media. [9] 
• Eliminate distributed elements of Spectrum?? [12] 
• Athletic Club class signup and automatic usage scanning?  Digital signage? [5] 
• Expand use of CEM software [6] 

Operational Technology (OT) related 

Security 

• Simpler access.  E.g., single password for all apps [Item 11 from ITAC summary] 
• Handling of resident PII (“Personally Identifiable Information”) [13] 
• Controls on ability of user to download information to personal equipment. [14] 
• Expand use of Google docs for document sharing [15] 

Finance 

• Improve on Excel-based budgeting and financial reporting system. [20] 
o Relies on local drives 
o Possible move to Google drive 
o Lean staff leaves little resource for innovation 
o Microsoft licensing challenges 
o Lawson budgeting module capable but expensive 
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 Lawson upgrade under way 
 Move budgeting to cloud 
 Hosted budgeting for Lawson 

• Time-keeping system is custom written.  Has reached its limits and needs to be replaced. [23] 
• More support from Lawson [4] 
• Improve Lawson functionality with non-IE browser(s) [16] 

Education/Training 

• Improve value-added from use of Kenexa/LMS [19] 
• Improve tools and resources for online internal training [2] 

Communication 

• Consolidate various employee newsletters using common “official list” [10] 

Facilities 

• Add Building Automation System to generate energy savings in CA facilities.  Solar installations; 
LED lighting [17] 

• Security / backup for construction group’s project management system. [18] 

Observations 

• Move to zero-based budgeting a sign the organization is poised to re-examine existing methods 
and resource allocations. [24] 

• Sustain ongoing focus on timely, accurate information for department managers, security, 
evolution toward hosted, paperless and faster IT environment.  Continuation of strong 
scheduling and cost control management; vendor relations / outcomes. [21] 

• Diversity of software poses a challenge for IT and end users to have all the desired certifications 
on staff. [22]  
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Appendix C. CA Secondary/Tertiary software 
 
OSM applications 
 

• Micro Main/CMMS (cloud application) 
• Niagara Building Automation System (CA hosted) 
• Mitchell One – automotive CRM software (CA hosted) 
• Fleet Pro – Fleet Management software (CA hosted) 
• GPS Vehicle Monitoring software 
• S3 Integration – RV Park software (CA hosted) 
• Gate King – OSM gate software (CA hosted) 

 
Finance applications 
 

• CA Budget System 
• Adobe Acrobat Pro XI 
• Ascend 
• Spectrum NG 
• Activity analysis report (created by IT) 
• Image Onsite (BOA product) 

 
• Payroll related:  

o BSI Tax Software  
o Payroll Utility  
o TKMS Reports  

 
In addition, Finance has access to various banking and credit card activity sites:  

 
• BOA-CashPro 
• BOA-Merchant Services -Clientline 
• BOA-Data transaction services 
• American Express 

 
Communications/Marketing  applications 
 

• Microsoft Word, Text Edit, Safari and Firefox, plus Google Docs 
 

• Video Editing – Final Cut Pro, Final Cut Studio, Adobe Creative Suite, Adobe Premier, Adobe 
After Effects, Adobe Audition, Adobe Photoshop, Quick Time Movie Player, WonTube Video 
Converter, Mpeg Streamclip 

• Burning DVD 
• iDVD 
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• Adobe Acrobat X Pro • view, create and edit PDF files 
• Adobe Photoshop CS6 • photo editing   
• Adobe Bridge CS6 • digital management 
• Adobe Illustrator CS6 • edit and create vector graphics 
• Adobe InDesign CS6 • document design 
• MarkzWare Q2ID • convert and open Quark XPress files in Adobe InDesign 
• Microsoft Office 2011 • Excel, PowerPoint and Word used to open CA documents that require 

redesign, preparation of CA letterhead in Word 
• Quark XPress 9 • print and digital production 
• Safari • web browser 
• Suitcase Fusion 4 • font management 
• Dropbox • to receive photos from freelance photographers hired by CA, as approved by Andrea 

 
• Adobe Acrobat XI Pro 
• Microsoft Word & Excel 2010 
• Paint 

 
• Adobe Professional software 

 
• Photos are being stored in our Digital Assets account 

 
S&F applications 
 
When to Work – scheduling for staff 
Shift Planning – staff scheduling 
ActSoft – digital documents 
Hy-Tec Team Manager 
Hy-Tec Meet Manager 
Hy-Tec Business Manager 
MSGA Handicap 
Golf Now Central 
Golf Now Tee Sheet 
Maryland Handicap System 
Tournament Management System 
Golf Now Reservation System 
League USA 
Tournament Data Manager 
File Maker Pro 
SmartWaiver 
 
Villages 
 
Fortis -> Docuware upgrade 
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CA Information Architecture 

Technology Platform  



Review of IT issues (first 90 days) 
 
 
Significant outages with Prime platform 
 
• Computer room power outage (undersized UPS; no backup power option) 
• Computer room environment issues (problems with air conditioning; excessive heat required shutdown of 

system) 
• Hardware failures (determining actual problems; locating replacement parts) 
 
Microsoft Exchange failure 
 
• Demonstrated issues with lack of enforced IT governance and policies (excessive mailbox sizes; lack of mailbox 

management) 
• Staff issues with initial deployment and management of platform 
 
Implementation and troubleshooting wide area network (WAN) 
 
• Outdated and unsupported hardware at numerous sites 
• Support issues with carrier (required extensive problem-solving and changes involving internal staff and 

consultants) 
 
Support for CA telephony equipment 
 
• Installed solution (PBX,  call center management, voicemail, etc.) is past end of life and will past end of support 

this summer (2011) 

Where did we start? 
March 2011-July 2011 

 



Beginning state of technology 
March 2011 

 



Prepared and presented for New Board Member Orientation in April 2011 

 

Information Technologies 
 

Goal 
 
 Provide technology vision and leadership in the development and implementation of various information technology (IT) solutions for 

the Columbia Association 

 
Strategic Challenges 
 
 Develop an enterprise architecture that will provide the organization with the tools needed to succeed today and to grow with the 

organization’s future needs 
 Implement solutions that will provide CA with agility necessary to introduce new products and services, as well as support existing 

business 
 Provide accurate and timely metrics to support various business units and to provide management with dynamic decision-making tools 
 Reduce significant IT-related costs 

 
Key Issues/Threats 
 
 Level of architecture maturity – standalone silos and out of date  
 No business cases to determine real costs and benefits for changes to technology and processes 
 No standardized project methodology to produce repeatable and structured approach to transforming approved projects into new 

business processes 
 No planning or funding for infrastructure renewal 
 Limited implementation and maintenance of technical standards – no enforcement or support of standardization decisions 
 Corrective solution won’t happen overnight! 
 



Prepared and presented for New Board Member Orientation in April 2011 

 

Information Technologies 
 

Strategic Opportunities 
 
 Create a foundation to address future organizational initiatives 
  

 Introduce an operating model to provide CA with standardization and integration framework to support key strategies 
 Create predictable and efficient processes and systems 
 Introduce solutions that can be measured, compared, and improved 

  
 Create common platforms to lower costs and reduce risks 
  

 Service key customers - both internal and external to the organization 
 Shared data driving core processes 
 Critical linking and automating technologies 
 Core business processes 

  
 Recognize reduced IT costs through 
  

 Phased planning and implementation 
 Elimination of disparate solutions   
 Standardized access devices and network infrastructure  
 Outsourcing options 

 Variable capacity 
 Risk mitigation 
 Process reengineering 
 Opportunity to focus on core capabilities 

  
 Leverage strong IT infrastructure, designed to minimize risks related to availability, integrity and confidentiality and based on selection 

of best of breed technology standards and practices, to share information and content across the organization and throughout the 
community 



Prepared and presented to Phil Nelson, July 2011 

 

Preliminary plans from 90 day assessment 
 

Perform a current network assessment (requires third-party) 
 
 No network documentation for current infrastructure! 
 Determine actual topology to compare to planned solutions 
 Identify reusable equipment 
 Determine replacement/upgrade options 
 

Urgency surrounding Prime and potential loss of system 
 
 Review of CSS? 
 Review and assessment of commercial off the shelf (COTS) solutions 
 Review of responses to RFPs 
 Decide and implement!!! 
 

Google Applications for Business (GAB) 
 
 Pilot program to assess viability of solution 
 Determine IT support approach 
 Minimize dependency on internal hardware/software infrastructure 
 Minimize licensing costs 
 

Assessment of telephony solutions available 
 
 Hardware/software requirements 
 Replacing and supporting new voice over IP (VoIP) solutions 
 Opportunities in hosted telephony marketplace 
 Combination of solutions 
 

Disaster recovery and business continuity 
 
 Identify needs for data center environment to support non-cloud based solutions 
 Implement sufficient telecommunications redundancy to support organizational solutions 



SNG Replaces Prime 
May 2012 

 



MPLS upgrade 
May 2012 



Unified Communications Upgrade 
August 2012 



Google Apps for Business replaces Exchange 
September 2012 



Kenexa – Learning Management System 
Spring 2013 



MindMixer – Engagement Platform 
Spring 2013 



Glen Allen Data Center/ 
Lawson Migration 
Spring/Summer 2013 



CA Information Portal/ 
Website Consolidation 
Summer 2013 



Migrate Lawson to Cloud 
TBD 



Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) 
TBD 
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Business/Technology Steering Committee 
 

Mission 
 

This Charter establishes the Business/Technology Steering Committee (BTSC) as the group responsible 
for providing executive leadership in strategic business/technology (BT) planning, project 
prioritization/management, and project approval for the entire organization. 

Objectives 
 
The BTSC will provide a stabilizing influence so organizational concepts and directions are established 
and maintained with an innovative view toward the digital transformation of CA. The BTSC provides 
direction on long-term technology strategies in support of the organization’s mandates and business 
vision.   
 
Members of the Steering Committee ensure that CA’s business technology needs and objectives are 
being adequately addressed regarding: 
 

• Strategic Alignment 
Alignment of the organization’s BT strategy with CA’s business missions, needs and 
objectives 

• Value Delivery 
Assuring that BT strategy delivers benefits and provides value 

• Resource Management 
Optimal investment in and proper management of BT resources, including applications, 
information, infrastructure and people 

• Risk Management 
Understanding and awareness of BT risks and effective, appropriate management of 
these risks  

 
In practice, these responsibilities are carried out by performing the following functions: 
 

• Identify and develop strategic initiatives 
• Identify obsolete solutions/applications and develop decommissioning/”sunsetting” initiatives  
• Prioritization of initiatives 
• Monitor and review initiatives at regular Steering Committee meetings 
• Develop and review standards and policies 
• Update standards and policies as emergent issues force changes to be considered, ensuring 

alignment with this Committee Charter as well as the objectives of the organization 
• Monitor the quality of deliverables 
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• Obtain “buy-in” across the entire organization and eliminate the “squeaky wheel” approach to 
project prioritization/management 

• Act as a sounding board for all business/technology considerations 

Guiding Principles 
 
We want to digitally transform CA 
 
Why do we need to do this (business view) and what do we expect from it (functional view)? 
How do we do it (technical view) and what will we do with it (implementation view)? 
 

• Learn to anticipate the future and transform business 
• Articulate the vision to the entire team 
• Provide leadership support for transformation 
• Create an ecosystem that makes sense 

Additional information and guidance: 
 
CA/IT Digital Transformation strategy documentation –  
https://drive.google.com/a/columbiaassociation.org/file/d/0B4ysyF74kcJvcWdQdVRjdmFNeWc/view?us
p=sharing 
CA/IT Digital Transformation strategy slide deck – 
https://drive.google.com/a/columbiaassociation.org/file/d/0B4ysyF74kcJvNnpRRWhDZWMzNkE/view?u
sp=sharing 
CA/ IT Cloud strategy documentation –  
https://drive.google.com/a/columbiaassociation.org/file/d/0B4ysyF74kcJvcVpfNWVpQkREXzQ/view?us
p=sharing 
 
Membership 

A committee chairperson will be appointed by the CEO. Committee membership will be review every 
two years and adjusted as appropriate. 
 
Initial members of the committee are: 
 

• Director of Communications and Marketing (C&M) 
• Director of Sports and Fitness (S&F) 
• Director of Community Services (CS) 
• Director of Open Space Management (OSM) 
• Chief Financial Officer (CFO) 
• Chief Information Officer (CIO) 
• Staff representative 

 
Procedures 

• Meeting structure – the chairperson or designee will collect agenda items and circulate agendas 
in advance of each meeting to ensure informed discussion of topics. 

• Meeting frequency – at least quarterly. The committee will determine modifications to the 
schedule based on needs related to current activities. 

https://drive.google.com/a/columbiaassociation.org/file/d/0B4ysyF74kcJvcWdQdVRjdmFNeWc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/columbiaassociation.org/file/d/0B4ysyF74kcJvcWdQdVRjdmFNeWc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/columbiaassociation.org/file/d/0B4ysyF74kcJvNnpRRWhDZWMzNkE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/columbiaassociation.org/file/d/0B4ysyF74kcJvNnpRRWhDZWMzNkE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/columbiaassociation.org/file/d/0B4ysyF74kcJvcVpfNWVpQkREXzQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/columbiaassociation.org/file/d/0B4ysyF74kcJvcVpfNWVpQkREXzQ/view?usp=sharing
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• Documentation – all meetings shall have notes of discussions, recommendations, and action 
items.  
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Revision History 
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1.0.0 Initial document creation Chuck Thompson 12/1/2016 Chuck Thompson 
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